World-Class Automatic Scrubbers
Solving Today’s Cleaning Challenges

The Floor Care
Business is TOUGH. . .
Our Automatic Scrubbers
are EVEN TOUGHER!

Tornado® World-Class Automatic Scrubber Line
Designed to Deliver. . .
Maximum Performance and Value to Fuel Your Profits.

Whether you need a traditional disc
scrubber, a low-moisture cylindrical brush
scrubber or an orbital scrubber, Tornado’s
industry-leading auto-scrubbers deliver
the innovation and functionality you need
to get the job done profitably. If you are
faced with cleaning congested, hard-toreach spaces in commercial facilities, we
also have one of the most comprehensive
micro-scrubber offerings available on the
market today.

World-Class Automatic Scrubber from Tornado®
A Full Line of
Automatic Scrubbers
When it comes to automatic scrubbers, Tornado provides the widest range of
products and technological innovation in the market. Regardless of your flooring
type, Tornado’s machines will meet your unique cleaning needs and help to
greatly reduce slips and falls that can occur after cleaning. For difficult and
uneven flooring surfaces such as brick paver, quarry tile or raised rubber flooring,
Tornado’s cylindrical brush machines will tackle those hard-to-clean surfaces with
speed and efficiency, while delivering low-moisture technology.

Features of our Scrubbers
· High-performance disc , cylindrical or
orbital scrubbing options
· Parabolic squeegee system for maximum
recovery and drier, safer floors

Compact Scrubbers

· Cordless battery operation with choice of
traditional or maintenance-free batteries

When addressing the cleaning needs of today’s compact floor spaces, Tornado®
delivers the most comprehensive range of micro-scrubbers available on the
market today. Choose from compact 13 in., 14 in. and 17 in. walk-behind units
designed to clean underneath counters and hard-to-reach spaces in quick-serve
restaurants, convenience stores, retail spaces, commercial office spaces and
much more.

· Clear sight-lines and simple operator
controls
· Quiet operation ideal for day-cleaning
applications
· Heavy-duty design and construction

Applications
· Daily scrubbing or deep-scrubbing
· Dedicated facility or multi-facility route
· Small rooms, detail or edge cleaning in
large facilities
· Entry-ways and lobbies
· Large facilities
· Spill clean-up and water recovery
BR 13/1 MW

BD 14/4

BD 17/6

Markets We Serve:

Mid-Range Scrubbers
Tornado’s Mid-Range line of walk-behind scrubbers are designed for use in small
to moderately spaced interiors and deliver world class scrubbing performance.
Available in 18 in.to 28 in. with disc, cylindrical and orbital options, the Mid-Range
line gives operators the tools to tackle almost any cleaning challenge.

· Building Service Contractors
· Education
· Healthcare
· Retail
· Government
· Grocery
· Commercial
· Transportation
· Manufacturing
· Distribution & Warehousing

BR 18/11

BD 26/14

OB 28/20

Long-Range Scrubbers
The Long-Range automatic scrubbers offer a wide cleaning path,
large capacity solution and recovery tanks, and are constructed with
a tough rotomold polyethylene body, ensuring years of maximum
performance and reliability. Available in 28 in disc and orbital models,
these units are perfect for use in grocery stores, retail facilities, hospitals, warehouses or any other large areas that smaller walk-behind
units struggle to clean quickly and efficiently.
BD 28/20

OB 28/20

BD 26/27

BDSO 27/28

Ride-On Scrubbers
Renew hard floor surfaces in large, unobstructed spaces faster than
ever before with Tornado’s Ride-On and Stand-On automatic scrubbers. These 26 in, 28 in and 33 in disc and cylindrical models increase
cleaning productivity in areas including supermarkets, manufacturing
plants, airports, exhibit halls, shipping facilities and much more.

Moisture-controlled cleaning systems
meet the requirements of the U.S.
Green Building Council LEED E-B

Disc Scrubbing

Disc, Cylindrical
and Orbital Options
Disc Scrubbing: Extremely versatile, disc scrubbers will clean or strip wax from
hard floor surfaces and offer easy-to-change, inexpensive pads or brushes in a
variety of styles ranging from soft to abrasive, depending on your facility’s floor type.
Disc scrubbers are the traditional industry standard technology and are commonly
used in grocery stores, schools, commercial facilities, and more.

Flexible and
Cost-Efficient

Cylindrical Br ush Scrubbing
Low-Moisture

Cylindrical Brush Scrubbing: Our low-moisture cylindrical brush scrubbing
technology utilizes two, counter-rotating cylindrical brushes providing concentrated
brush speeds of up to 1300 rpm, as well as 4-6 times more contact pressure to
scrub and penetrate uneven and grouted floor surfaces. Cylindrical brush machines
deliver a deeper, more thorough clean when scrubbing low-maintenance hard
floors, natural stone, grouted tile, cement, or brick pavers. What’s more, cylindrical
brushes turn at speeds that are three times the rotation of a disc brush, providing a
deeper cleaning experience ideal for both uneven and smooth floor types.
Orbital Scrubbing: Tornado’s OB models combine the power of orbital
cleaning with the convenience of a walk-behind scrubber. The OB scrubbers
allow the operator to perform multiple cleaning tasks with one machine, whether
it is conventional scrubbing or removing hard floor finish. Due to the high pressure
and multi-directional cleaning of the orbital head, finish can be removed without
the use of chemicals. Tornado’s orbital scrubbers are versatile machines that clean
effectively, save resources and reduce the cost to clean your facility.

Orbital Scrubbing
Highly Concetrated
Cleaning

Orbital
cleaning motion

“The Tornado® BR 18/11
Automatic Scrubber has
increased our cleaning
productivity, plus our cleaning
costs have gone way down
since we’ve eliminated the use
of disc pads.”
Mike Jones
Assistant Director of Custodial
Services, Columbia Public Schools,
Winner of Green Cleaning in Schools
Award

Cylindrical Brushes
Our BR units come with standard
brushes for daily cleaning operations. A variety of brushes are
available for high performance on
structured flooring.

Orbital Pads
Our OB units come with standard
rectangle pads. A variety of pads are
available for different applications.

Disc Pads and Brushes
Our BD units come standard with
pad holders. When used with
the appropriate pad, this is the
ideal solution for daily maintenance
cleaning. The BD machines can be
fitted with a variety of optional scrub
brushes, a time-proven solution for
smooth floors.

Parabolic Squeegee
The parabolic squeegee ensures
100% solution recovery, even around
180 degree turns.

Quick Brush Change
The brush decks on our cylindrical and disc units allow easy access to change
brushes or pads according to floor-type or cleaning application.

Long Continuous Run-Times
Clean longer with our larger solution
tanks and standard battery packs,
providing between 1-4 hours runtimes depending on the scrubber.

Your Choice of Batteries
Choose from traditional wet lead-acid
batteries, ecofriendly 100% non-spill
AGM batteries or Lithium Iron batteries are available on select units.

Scrubbers At A Glance

BR 13/1 Family (99410 & 99412)

• Excellent results on vinyl tile, brick,
slate, mosaic, granite, marble and
rubber floors.
• BR 13/1 BAT offers cordless operation
with sealed, maintenance free
Lithium-Iron Phosphate batteries.
• Particularly effective for tile and grout
cleaning and non-slip safety floors.
• Can be used on escalators, commercial-grade carpeting and entrance
matting.

EZ Floorkeepers®

BD 14/4 (99414)

• Eco-friendly AGM battery
operated unit
• Incredible water recovery even
on tight turns
• Parabolic squeegee
• On-board battery charger
• 14” Cleaning path
• Clean 11,300 sq. ft. per hour

BR 22/14T (99695T)

BR 18/11 & BD 20/11
(99685 & 99680)
• 18 in. cleaning path on BR unit
• 20 in. cleaning path on BD unit
• 11 gallon solution tank
• Simple operator interface
• Low-profile sight line
• Whisper Quiet 67 dB
• Traction model available with
BD 20/11

•
•
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•
•

BD 28/20 (99728)
• 28 in. cleaning path
• 20 gallon solution tank
• Simple operator interface
• Heavy-duty, four-sided, parabolic
squeegee for extended blade life
• Ergonomic handle design
• Dual access to solution tanks

BD 26/27 & BR 28/27

BD 33/30 & BR 33/30

BDSO 27/28 (99786)

(99772 & 99775)
• 26 in. cleaning path on BD unit
• 28 in. cleaning path on BR unit
• 27 gallon solution tank
• Automatic operation control mode
and squeegee retraction when
in reverse
• Steering radius of only 6 feet for
maneuvering tight corners
• Simple operator interface

(99780 & 99785)
• 33 in. cleaning path
• 30 gallon solution tank
• BR units come standard with a
stainless steel pre-sweep tray
• Automatic operation control mode
and squeegee retraction when in
reverse
• Simple operator interface

•
•
•
•
•

OB 20/14 (99694)

20 in. cleaning path
14 gallon solution tank
Simple operator interface
Built-in safety feature helps avoid
work-related accidents
• Ergonomic handle design
• Exceptionally durable roto-molded
polyethylene construction

• Eco-friendly AGM battery
operated unit
• Squeegee rotates 180 degrees in
front of unit
• Incredible water recovery even on
tight turns
• On-board battery charger
• 17” Cleaning path
• Clean 16,200 sq. ft. per hour

BD 26/14 (99720)

(99105B / 99125A / 99130)
• Available in 20 in. and 24 in.
cleaning paths
• 13 gallon recovery tank
• Best in class 1hp/200 rpm brush
drive motor
• 3 stage vacuum motor
• Traction model available

•
•
•
•

BD 17/6 (99617)

22 in. cleaning path
14 gallon solution tank
Simple operator interface
Whisper Quiet 67 dB
Eco-friendly, 100% non-spill
battery available
• Heavy-duty, four-sided, parabolic
squeegee

Tornado Industries
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26 in. cleaning path
14 gallon solution tank
Simple operator interface
Whisper Quiet 67 dB
Eco-friendly, 100% non-spill
battery available
• Heavy-duty, four-sided, parabolic
squeegee for extended blade life

• 27 in. cleaning path
• 28 gallon solution tank
• Heavy-duty body design and
construction
• Automatic operation control
mode and squeegee retraction when
in reverse
• More standard features than the
competition
• Spacious and comfortable operator
platform
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